Directions to Aula Maxima, Quadrangle Building, NUI Galway

Driving/Walking from Galway City Centre
Follow signs for the N59 (Galway-Oughterard/Clifden) crossing the river Corrib at Salmon Weir Bridge and keeping Galway Cathedral on your left. From the Cathedral continue approx. 100 m along University Road and the main entrance to NUI Galway is on the right. From the Main Entrance continue for approx. 150 m past the Quadrangle Building. Enter Quadrangle building at Archway (located in centre of Quad), Aula Maxima is maroon door directly across from entrance.

Driving from N6 via the Quincentennial Bridge
Arriving in Galway on the main N6 follow signs for the N59 (Galway-Oughterard/Clifden), crossing the river Corrib at the Quincentennial Bridge. Immediately after the Quincentennial Bridge take a left turn at the traffic light controlled crossroads and follow the signs for City Centre/University/Hospital. Continue through 3 sets of traffic lights (approx. 1 km) to large junction with University Hospital on the right. Take filter lane to the left onto University Road and the main entrance to NUI Galway is approximately 100 m from this junction on the left-hand side. From the Main Entrance continue for approx. 150 m past the Quadrangle Building. Turn right at the T-junction and take the first right turn into the Visitors Parking Area.